INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

60mm JDM SERIES WHITE / AMBER LED DISPLAY

Oil Pressure Gauge

BACK VIEW

POWER WIRE HARDNESS
DAISY CHAIN
INCLUDED DAISY CHAIN USED TO POWER ADDITIONAL GAUGES

DOUBLE SIDED TAPE

RED - Constant 12v
BLACK - Ground
WHITE - Accessory 12v
ORANGE - 12v Headlight switch
(For dimming at night)

Oil / Water Temperature Gauge

BACK VIEW

POWER WIRE HARDNESS
DAISY CHAIN
INCLUDED DAISY CHAIN USED TO POWER ADDITIONAL GAUGES

DOUBLE SIDED TAPE

RED - Constant 12v
BLACK - Ground
WHITE - Accessory 12v
ORANGE - 12v Headlight switch
(For dimming at night)

*Cut the upper radiator hose and install the sensor - use supplied clamps to secure.
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